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Deep Roots,  
Humble Beginnings

When graduate student Tom Dorsey set out to build his
own bamboo fly rod in the late 60s, little did he know his 
experimentation would lead to the founding of a rod making 
company that would endure the coming decades. In 2019, 
Thomas & Thomas Fly Rods (T&T) celebrated its 50th year of 
crafting fly rods in the United States, and with that, reflects on 
what it’s taken to make, “The rod you will eventually own.” 

Whether crafting graphite, fiberglass or bamboo rods, Dorsey 
emphasized that the T&T process does not adhere to strict 
formulas produced by engineering software, but rather, good 
old fashioned casting and hand-craftsmanship, “a tedious, but 
rewarding task, which I view as an empirical process, more akin 
to the culinary arts than science. Try and then tweak, change, 
try again and change some more. This not only requires good 
casting skills and technique, but diagnostic insight and an 
ability to evaluate results - what to change, where to change, 
to what degree and what those changes should accomplish.” 

Over the years, T&T has developed a reputation as 
the Rolls- Royce of fly rods. In 1981 President Reagan 
commissioned salmon rods as a wedding gift for Lady Diana 
and Prince Charles. Celebrity anglers around the globe 
have been spotted with T&T rods in hand, among them, Eric 
Clapton, Dale Earnhardt, Joe Montana, James Seals (of 
Seals and Croft) and others. As the company evolves, it’s 
appealing to an entirely new kind of destination angler. 

A new generation of fly anglers is pushing T&T rod design to 
the next frontier. Some of the premier professional anglers 
on the planet are T&T advisors and ambassadors. These pros 
are testing techniques and equipment in entirely new settings 
and conditions on new species. Using decades of angling 
knowledge and experience in waters all over the world, these 
field experts consult T&T rod builders on every design. 

4 THOMAS AND THOMAS
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Thomas & Thomas

Points of Distinction
A simple triangle, it’s said, is the strongest, most stable form in the natural world. Any force applied 
to one point is evenly spread throughout all three points. A cross-section of bamboo, as it turns out, 
reveals six perfectly nested triangles coming together in a hexagon. Just like our elegant and sturdy 
rods, our strength lies in 6 Points of Distinction.

Conservation 

Our passion for fly fishing 
springs from a love of 
the beauty, power and 
freedom embodied in 
wild fish, along with a 
deep respect for the 
environments in which 
they live. Preserving and 
protecting these fisheries 
is our responsibility and 
privilege as a leader in 
the industry, which is 
why we partner with 
many conservation 
organizations

Customer 
Satisfaction 

T&T doesn’t just build 
fly rods. We build 
relationships. T&T rods 
are built to last a lifetime, 
so we maintain a registry 
of original rod owners and 
serial number each rod 
section. If a rod suffers 
a mishap, T&T’s repair 
team will quickly build an 
identical new section.

Passion 

Rod making isn’t a job. 
It’s a culture and way 
of life for our team. Our 
people are dedicated 
anglers as much as they 
are craftsmen, driven 
by a passion to develop 
the finest fly rods and to 
test and improve these 
products on the water.

Technology 
& Innovation 

Premium fibers and resins 
require precise equipment 
and controls to maximize 
performance. Working 
in our state-of-the-art 
production facility, T&T 
is excited to introduce 
rods featuring proprietary 
new StratoTherm Resin 
and Quattro Matrix 
Technology.

Made in USA 

Every Thomas & Thomas 
fly rod is 100% American 
Made. Our rods are crafted 
where American fly angling 
holds its deepest roots. 
We believe in America, in 
American craftsmanship, 
innovation and quality.

History 

From our roots building 
bamboo fly rods to 
designing modern 
rods with the highest 
performance composites, 
T&T has spent more than 
45 years handcrafting 
premium fly rods for 
passionate anglers.
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Made in USA by 
Skilled Artisans

Thomas & Thomas rods are built by 
a select group of skilled rodbuilding 
artisans, in our Greenfield, MA 
facility.  From the raw material 
preparation to the final layer of 
varnish -- each step in the process 
is performed by a specialist with 
years of experience.  We are proud 
to say that every aspect of the 
production process for every fly 
rod we sell occurs in-house.

Optimal Blank 
Curing/OBC

The StatoTherm resin used in 
our graphite rod blanks requires 
a complex curing process to 
unlock its unique performance 
qualities. With our industry 
leading heat application method 
and precise temperature control, 
we meticulously regulate the 
process to ensure Optimal Blank 
Curing.   OBC helps us achieve 
the highest level of performance 
with our premium graphite 
and bonding agents while 
maintaining product consistency 
and stringent quality control.

Ferrule Reinforcement 
Process / FRP

On a multi-piece graphite fly rod, 
the areas immediately above each 
ferrule connection are the critical 
stress points at maximum load – 
that means these areas are subject 
to potential failure.  Thomas & 
Thomas resolves this problem 
with our Ferrule Reinforcement 
Process – a strategic extra layer of 
high strength graphite we hand-
roll into each ferrule section.  In 
addition to reinforcing the ferrule 
strength and durability, FRP adds a 
distinct visual detail only available 
on Thomas & Thomas fly rods.

Proprietary 
Bonding Agents

The performance of graphite fibers 
are subject to the quality of the 
bonding agent that holds them 
together.  Bonding technology has 
been improving rapidly in recent 
years, and T&T has been working 
with industry leaders to develop 
a proprietary resin that improves 
the performance of our graphite 
materials.  Our StratoTherm resin 
employs nano-scale particles to 
eliminate microscopic voids in 
the graphite.  Filling these tiny 
gaps with our high-performance 
resin improves the strength, 
durability, and dampening 
characteristics of the rod blank 
while reducing overall weight.

Premium 
Graphite Options

A fly rod is only as good as the 
materials and that go into it, and 
the highest modulus graphite 
isn’t always the right choice for 
a given rod or purpose. Thomas 
& Thomas builds fly rods from a 
range of premium quality graphite 
with different strain rates and 
recovery speeds, providing the 
necessary elements for our 
design team to create the most 
effective modern tapers and 
actions, all while maintaining the 
distinct Thomas & Thomas feel.

Technology
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THE PARADIGM SERIES, 5 MODELS FROM 3 - 6 WEIGHT

Ask a group of experienced anglers to name the greatest dry fly rod of all time, and the T&T Paradigm 
is sure to be mentioned more than once. Over twenty years later, we’ve followed the same inspiration that 

made the original into a legend to create a new Paradigm for the 21st century.

the next generation

THE ROD YOU WILL EVENTUALLY OWN

est 1969

H A N D M A D E  I N  A M E R I C A
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Paradigm Series
The ultimate presentation rod.

Ask a group of experienced anglers to name the greatest dry fly rod of all time, and the T&T 
Paradigm is sure to be mentioned more than once. Over twenty years later, we’ve followed 
the same inspiration that made the original into a legend to create a new Paradigm for the 
21st century.

While the advance of technology has pushed the limits of rod weight, line speed and casting 
distance, the essence of stalking a rising trout and presenting the fly remains unchanged. 
With this in mind, we set out to capture the unique feel that made the original Paradigm fly 
rods such a magical instrument.

THE DETAILS

•  Lightweight Titanium finish Single Foot REC guides

•  Matte Titanium finish roll-stamped hardware

•  USA sourced Bird’s Eye Maple spacers

•  Beautiful new semi-gloss blue surface finish

•  Hand-written logo, serial numbers, and additional visual accents

•  Ultra-light rods with smooth, medium flex action for exceptional presentations 

THOMAS AND THOMAS 11

 Model  Sections  Action  Length  Line

PARADIGM 823-4    4 Medium 8’ 2’’ #3

PARADIGM 844-4    4 Medium 8’ 4’’ #4

PARADIGM 904-4    4 Medium 9’ 0’’ #4

PARADIGM 905-4    4 Medium 9’ 0’’ #5

PARADIGM 906-4    4 Medium 9’ 0’’ #6
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Avantt Series
Remarkably light and responsive for effortless casts.

T&T’s proprietary StratoTherm Resin has such incredible strength and vibration dampening 
characteristics that it forced us to approach freshwater fly rod design in a new way. The result is 
the remarkably light and responsive Avantt Series. With ultra-low swing weight and lightning-fast 
recovery, these rods come alive in the hand.

At close range, the Avantt rods provide precise command of the fly with a delicate touch. Longer 
casts reveal surprising power and line speed with tight loops and excellent line control.

THE DETAILS

• 4-piece multi-modulus blank with stealth matte “T&T Blue” low friction surface.

• Snake Brand ECOating snake guides.

• Titanium frame stripping guide with SiC insert.

• Gunmetal-anodized, milled aluminum up-locking reel seat.

• Ultra-premium quality cork grip.

 Model  Sections  Action  Length  Line

 AVANTT 863-4  4  Fast  8’ 6”  #3

 AVANTT 864-4  4  Fast  8’ 6”  #4

 AVANTT 904-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #4

 AVANTT 905-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #5

 AVANTT 906-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #6

 AVANTT 907-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #7

 AVANTT 1004-4  4  Fast  10’ 0”  #4

 AVANTT 1005-4  4  Fast  10’ 0”  #5

 AVANTT 1006-4  4  Fast  10’ 0”  #6

THOMAS AND THOMAS 13
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ZONE Series
Thoroughbred perfomance.

No matter what level of Fly Caster you are, the goal is always the same: Get 
better. Every time you step in the river or on the boat, the hope is that this next 
cast could be your best. The Zone series embraces that challenge with next 
generation innovation, bringing legendary Thomas & Thomas performance 
to more fly anglers than ever before.  All the Zone rod models have multi-
modulus composite infused with our advanced StratoTherm resin -- developed 
for the acclaimed Avantt and Exocett series. The Zone lineup features 
11 versatile models from 3-10wt to cover freshwater and most saltwater 
applications.  Built by hand in our Massachusetts, USA facility. 

ZONE RODS FEATURE:

• Natural finish carbon appearance

• Clear anodized premium aluminum hardware

• Blue fiber reel seat insert hand rolled at T&T 

• Composite reinforced premium quality cork grips

• Titanium frame stripping guides with Zirconium inserts

• T&T Blue thread with silver accent wraps

• Freshwater rods feature chrome single foot guides and hook keeper

• Saltwater rods  feature Snake Brand E-Coating Universal Snake guides

THOMAS AND THOMAS 15

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 ZONE 763-4 4 Medium Fast 7’ 6’’ #3

 ZONE 864-4 4 Medium Fast 8’ 6’’ #4

 ZONE 905-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #5

 ZONE 906-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #6

 ZONE 966-4 4 Fast 9’ 6’’ #6

 ZONE 907-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #7 

 ZONE 1004-4 4 Fast 10’ 0’’ #4

 ZONE 1007-4 4 Fast 10’ 0’’ #7

 ZONE 908-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #8

 ZONE 909-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #9

 ZONE 910-4 4 Fast 9’ 0’’ #10

Action:  Freshwater rod models 3-5wt feature a smooth loading Medium-
Fast action.  Rods models 6-10wt are fast action rods designed to perform 
with a wide range of line choices and casting styles.  
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After nearly three years of design and development, T&T is excited to announce the 
release of the highly anticipated Contact II series. Contact II rods are a fully redesigned 
second generation of T&T’s Contact rod series.  

Contact II blank construction utilizes five different types of premium quality carbon 
and fiberglass fibers, bound together by our proprietary aerospace resin system. 
Aligning these fibers at strategic angles as we roll Contact II blanks improves accuracy, 
sensitivity, and strength. Components have been carefully selected to maximize 
performance and comfort. Improved guide spacing moves a “Low Rider” style stripping 
guide to the butt section of each Contact II, which decreases line sag from the angler’s 
hand to the first guide. 

Contact II Series
In tune from fly to hand.

THE DETAILS

• Optimized guide spacing with lowered stripping guides 
to decrease line sag between the hand and first guide

• Increased backbone power to improve hook sets and 
assist landing larger fish 

• Extra dense premium Flor grade cork grips increases 
feel and bite transmission

• Matte black downlocking hardware as standard with 
T&T’s trademark roll stamped logo and burled Black 
Ash spacer

• Black  RECoil single foot snake guides 

• Black hook keeper and winding check

• Black “Low Rider” style stripping guide keeps line tighter 
to blank for improved strike transmission and accuracy

• New low-profile rounded fighting butt for balance 
 and comfort

• Stealthy brown and olive thread wraps.

• 1086 Contact, primarily designed for migratory fish has 
a full well grip and larger diameter uplocking reel seat as 
standard configuration.

• Uplocking reel seat option available at an additional 
$25 charge on all other models.

17THOMAS AND THOMAS

NEW

 Model Sections Action Length Line

Contact II 1002 4 Nymph 10’0’’ 2

Contact II 1003 4 Nymph 10’0’’ 3

Contact II 1093 4 Nymph 10’9’’ 3

Contact II 1094 4 Nymph 10’9’’ 4

Contact II 1123 4 Nymph 11’2’’ 3

Contact II 1086 4 Nymph 10’8’’ 6

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

 Contact II Rod Reel Balance Range Tippet Range Overhead 
 Model Weight (unloaded wt.)  Line Weight

 10’ 2wt 85g / 2.99oz 113 - 133g / 4.0 - 4.7oz 4x-8x WF2F or WF3F

 10’ 3wt 86g / 3.03oz 116 - 136g / 4.1 - 4.8oz 3x-7x WF3F

 10’9” 3wt 88g / 3.10oz 130 - 156g / 4.6 - 5.5oz 3x-7x WF3F

 10’9” 4wt 89g / 3.14oz 133 - 159g / 4.7 - 5.6oz 2x-6x WF4F

 11’2” 3wt 91g / 3.20oz 139 - 164g / 4.9 - 5.8oz 3x-7x WF3F

 10’8” 6wt 138g / 4.9oz 155-200g / 5.5 - 7.0oz 0x-4x WF6F
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T&T Ambassador, visionary Flyfishing guide and Permit aficionado Justin Rea likes nothing more 
than spending time on the water with his son Ryan. Handing down our knowledge and passion for the 

outdoors to the next generation is key to the survival and growth of flyfishing. At T&T we see a world of 
possibilities out there and believe the next generation should too.

the next generation

THE ROD YOU WILL EVENTUALLY OWN

est 1969

H A N D M A D E  I N  A M E R I C A

whatever your saltwater endeavor, 

we have you covered.
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Exocett Series
Powerful, fast dampening action.

Developed to meet the challenges of the most demanding species 
and destinations, T&T’s Exocett Series of high-performance 
saltwater fly rods are infused with the exceptional strength and 
dampening characteristics of our proprietary StratoTherm Resin.

These light-weight rods are defined by a powerful, fast-dampening 
action that lifts line off the water with ease, as well as a thin-
diameter top section that slices through the wind for quick and 
accurate casts. Once hooked-up, Exocett rods support anglers 
with immense strength and reserve power to battle and land 
the baddest fish on the planet, from giant trevally to tarpon.

THE DETAILS

• 4-piece multi-modulus blank with stealth matte “T&T Blue” 
 Low-Friction Finish.

• Black titanium frame stripping guides.

• Black nickel RECoil snake guides.

• Ultra-premium Full Wells Grip.

• Milled aluminum, up-locking saltwater reel seat.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 EXOCETT 906S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #6

EXOCETT 907S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #7

EXOCETT 908S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #8

EXOCETT 909S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #9

EXOCETT 910S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #10

EXOCETT 911S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #11

EXOCETT 912S-4  4  Fast  9’ 0”  #12

THOMAS AND THOMAS 21
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Exocett SS Series
Versatile and lightweight for casting 
heavy lines.

The highly versatile Exocett SS rods are designed to counter 
the inherent challenges of casting sinking lines or ultra-
compact floating lines. Powerful rod tips help to easily pull 
sinking lines to the surface, while the steep multi-modulus 
blanks dampen excess shock associated with heavy lines or 
weighted flies, generating distance and accuracy with fewer 
false casts.

The exceptionally low swing weight of Exocett SS rods 
amplifies the sensation of hooking and fighting fish, while 
the Strato-Therm resin construction provides the strength 
necessary to pry a monster from the depths. Grips are Flor-
grade cork reinforced with high density rubberized composite.

Hardware appointments include matte black roll stamped 
reel seat, gunsmoke colored RECoil snake guides, and black 
titanium frame stripping guides.

SS 8’8” 6wt - The baby of the SS family, perfect for 
streamer fishing smaller waters with flies in the 2”- 4” 
range with sink tip fly lines.  Light enough to have fun 
with medium size trout, but enough backbone to land 
the biggest fish you might find on smaller waters.

SS 8’8” 200gn - The perfect balance of power and 
action for casting juicy articulated Trout streamers or 
bulky Smallmouth Bass flies on foot or from a boat. A 
unique taper and material blend allows for powerful 
tips that easily lift sinking lines from the water, and 
smoothly distribute the load through the middle of the 
rod while casting. The 8’8” SS 200gn is comfortable 
with flies in the 3-5.5” size range, with enough 
backbone to fire a cast tight to a distant logjam and 
turn the hook jawed Brown Trout that lives there away 
from the wood. 

SS 250 – The Exocett SS 250 is a strong 8wt class 
rod designed to handle a wide range of demanding 
casting and fishing situations with lines in the 200-275 
grain range. If you are throwing sinking lines with big 
streamers for the biggest trout in the river, or fishing 

a compact floating line with poppers for Smallmouth 
Bass, this rod model is the perfect choice. With guides 
and components designed to handle saltwater, this 
is also a great rod model for smaller striped bass and 
other light inshore salt opportunities.

SS 350 – Exocett SS 350 is a 9/10 wt class rod model 
designed to make it easier on the angler to cast and 
fish with grain weight rated sinking or intermediate 
lines in the 300-400 grain range. The SS 350 is a great 
choice for throwing pike flies, or for medium sized cold 
saltwater species. This rod is also effective with an 
aggressive taper 9wt floating line, punching weighted 
flies through the wind on the flats.

SS 8’8” 450gn - When you need serious power and 
torque to cast the bulkiest flies and put the wood to 
some of the meanest species in the most demanding 
environments, the SS 8’8” 450gn rod is designed to 
do exactly that.  Right at home sending a huge hollow 
bucktail Beast fly into a deep tidal rip for a 50lb Striper 
off Long island, or digging in your heels to battle a 150lb 
Nile Perch from shore in Africa.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 SS160 4 Fast 8’ 8’’ 160 grain

 SS200 4 Fast 8’ 8’’ 200 grain

 SS250 4 Fast 8’ 8’’ 250 grain

 SS350 4 Fast 8’ 8’’ 350 grain

 SS450 4 Fast 8’ 8’’ 450 grain

Exocett Predator
The power to cast and present 
the largest flies.

Muskies and other Predators are often looking for a meal that 
pushes the limits of what a fly angler can feasibly cast, and 
targeting these fish with flies often takes hours or days of casting 
between opportunities. Fatigue can mean not having the fly in 
the water when your fish is ready to eat, or not being physically 
prepared to execute a hook-set at the critical moment. 

The Exocett Predator rod is specifically designed to meet these 
demands. Increased length facilitates longer overhead casts and 
keeps the fly deeper on the retrieve. A powerful rod tip easily lifts 
wet flies from the water and supports loop shape while casting 
the largest flies behind 350-500 grain sinking and ultracompact 
floating lines. The grip is an elongated full wells with a generous 
rubberized composite reinforcement on the higher impact upper 
grip. A large flare full wells and elongated fighting butt facilitate 
comfortable grip points to execute a boatside figure 8, and T&T’s 
proprietary Strato-Therm resin ensures Exocett Predator rods can 
absorb the most vicious boatside attacks. Hardware appointments 
include matte black roll stamped reel seat, gunsmoke colored 
RECoil snake guides, and black titanium frame stripping guides.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 Predator 450  4  Fast  9’ 4”  450 grain
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Exocett Bluewater
Built for battling offshore beasts.

The offshore environment provides the ultimate challenge for a fly 
rod. Delivery of the fly must be fast and accurate, yet the rod must 
also apply unrelenting pressure against the world’s largest gamefish. 
Our Bluewater Series utilizes a unique combination of resin and 
fibers along with a special curing process to produce a two-piece 
rod of unparalleled strength and lifting capability. Tuna, billfish, 
and sharks are all fair game for these powerful specialty rods.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 BW 8613S  2  Fast  8’ 6”  #13

 BW 8614-16S  2  Fast  8’ 6”  #14-16

Exocett Surf
Launch shooting heads from shore  
with two-hand overhead casts.

Fishing in the surf presents some unique opportunities and 
challenges for the fly angler. Wind and waves make it difficult to 
handle line and achieve maximum casting distance. That’s why T&T 
has built a pair of rods to make it more effective and enjoyable to 
fly fish in the surf. Exocett Surf rods are a pair of specialized 11’2” 
rods intended to cast overhead with two hands. The powerful multi-
modulus Strato-Therm blank has a crisp action that excels in casting 
overweight shooting heads and compact integrated fly lines past the 
breakers. An elongated full wells upper grip and rounded spey style 
lower grip makes for a comfortable and powerful overhead casting 
stroke while throwing Outbound or similar style shooting heads.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 SURF 11210-4  4  Fast  11’ 2”  #10

SURF 11212-4  4  Fast  11’ 2”  #12
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DNA Spey Series
Progressive Action for today’s
two-handed casting styles.

The DNA Spey series continues the evolution of T&T’s highly regarded stable of two-
handed rods. These are for the angler seeking rods that can do it all - Skagit, Scandi, Spey, 
and overhead - with ease. The DNA Classic is the perfect “all-rounder“ and the best choice 
for experienced casters fishing midbelly length lines and longer lines.

Models with an XF designation are designed primarily for fishing with Scandi style lines 
or shooting heads, and have a crisp, sharp feel, perfect for throwing tight loops with touch-
and-go casts.

Our XD rods feature a deeper flexing profile designed for anglers who utilize “sustained 
anchor “ casting techniques with Skagit heads and large, heavy flies. With each model 
individually designed to serve a distinct purpose, the DNA Spey series has the right rod 
to meet the demands of any two-handed fishing situation.

THE DETAILS

• 4- and 5-piece multi-modulus graphite blank with “T&T Blue” Low-Friction Finish.

• Green wraps with red edging.

• Fuji stripping guides and Universal Snake Brand guides.

• Western Spey Grip.

• Pewter gray milled aluminum down-locking reel seat.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 DNA 1126-4       4 Medium/Fast 11’ 2’’ #6

 DNA 1127-4       4 Medium/Fast 11’ 2’’ #7 

 DNA 1177-4  4  Extra Fast  11’ 7”  #7

 DNA 1208-4  4  Extra Deep  12’ 0”  #8

 DNA 1266-4  4  Progressive  12’ 6”  #6

 DNA 1267-4  4  Extra Fast  12’ 6”  #7

 DNA 1298-4  4  Extra Fast  12’ 9”  #8

 DNA 1307-4  4  Progressive  13’ 0”  #9

 DNA 1338-4  4  Extra Deep  13’ 3”  #8

 DNA 1368-4  4  Progressive  13’ 6”  #8

 DNA 1477-4  4  Progressive  14’ 7”  #7

 DNA 1409-5  5  Progressive  14’ 0”  #9

 DNA 1510-5  5  Progressive  15’ 0”  #10

THOMAS AND THOMAS 27

T&T’s new Short Spey are a pair of 11’ 2” rods designed to match up with a variety of 
popular compact fly lines and shooting heads. These are lightweight, two-hand rods with a 
quick recovery and an action that generates high line speeds while providing the sensitivity 
to immediately detect subtle strikes.  Available in 6wt and 7wt, these rods are perfect for 
large migratory trout and light duty Atlantic Salmon and Steelhead.
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DNA Switch Series
Medium fast action for effortless casting with one or two hands.

DNA TroutSpey Series
Legendary T&T two-handed action in a trout-sized series.

We’ve worked hard to develop rods that really do enable you to “Switch” between any conceivable type 
of cast with a single rod. The versatility of these rods cannot be overstated. Every style of casting from 
single-handed, single-handed spey, two-handed overhead, traditional spey and sustained anchor styles 
can be accommodated by the unique actions of the DNA Switch. Offered in 5- through 7-weights, these 
adaptable rods have become a favorite for anglers pursuing everything from big-water trout to small-
stream steelhead.

Cover trout water like never before with the new DNA TroutSpey, a rod defined by the ability
 to make long casts with ease and mend line far beyond the capabilities of single-handed rods.

Traditional wet flies, large streamers and mouse patterns are all on the menu for the angler 
preferring to cast with two hands. With a traditional progressive taper that loads easily yet 
has the power to reach distant lies, the DNA TroutSpey brings a new dimension to swinging 
or skating flies for big trout on big water.

THE DETAILS

• 4-piece multi-modulus graphite blank in classic “T&T Blue” Low-Friction Finish.

• Green wraps with red edging.

• Fuji stripping guides and Universal Snake Brand guides.

• Western Spey Grip.

• Black milled aluminum down-locking reel seat.

• Burled black ash spacer.

THE DETAILS

• 4-piece clear-coated graphite blank.

• Black wraps with olive edging.

• Titanium stripping guides and Universal Snake Brand guides.

• Full Wells Switch Grip.

• Spalted maple spacer.

• Black milled aluminum, down-locking reel seat.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 DNASWITCH 1006-4  4  Medium / Fast  10’ 0”  #6

DNASWITCH 1007-4  4  Medium / Fast  10’ 0”  #7

DNASWITCH 1106-4  4  Medium / Fast  11’ 0”  #6

DNASWITCH 1107-4  4  Medium / Fast  11’ 0”  #7

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 DNA 1163-4  4  Progressive  11’ 6”  #3

 DNA 1164-4  4  Progressive  11’ 6”  #4

 DNA 1195-4  4  Progressive  11’ 9”  #5
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Lotic Series
Crisp, medium action with the subtle feel of fiberglass.

Inspired by tumbling mountain brooks and glassy spring creeks, Thomas & Thomas 
introduces the Lotic Series of fiberglass fly rods. By combining the latest glass fibers 
with a highly progressive flex profile, the light-weight Lotic provides a crisp, medium 
action with the deep loading distinct to fiberglass. The result is a high-performance 
glass rod that generates surprising line speed and power while maintaining a silky-
smooth delivery perfect for presenting a dry fly.

THE DETAILS

• Progressive action, 3-piece fiberglass blank.

• Western Grip.

• Milled aluminum, up-locking reel seat with cork spacer.

• Titanium frame stripping guide with ECOating Snake brand guides.

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 LOTIC 6103-3  3  Medium  6’ 10”  #3

 LOTIC 744-3  3  Medium  7’ 4”  #4

 LOTIC 7105-3  3  Medium  7’ 10”  #5
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Bamboo
PRO STAFF PROFILE Troy Jacques

Trained by legendary Master Rod Makers Tom Dorsey and Tom 
Moran, Troy Jacques has hand-crafted T&T bamboo rods for 20 
years. Whether a bamboo aficionado or not, anyone who stops 
by our Greenfield workshop and visits with Troy will immediately 
appreciate the tremendous vision and rare skill that goes into his art.

Crafting from bamboo represents the apex of rod making, 
marked by subtleties and quirks specific to individual rod 
makers. Each T&T Bamboo Rod distinctly radiates Troy’s 
fine touches - smoothly milled and seamlessly paired pieces, 
exquisitely engraved nickel silver accents and rich varnishes.

Troy transforms raw bamboo into stunning fly rods. He’s refined 
his craft and learned to adapt to the unique characteristics of 
each piece of bamboo that passes through his hands. No two 
rods are alike, making each of his pieces a true collector’s item.

Ordering Bamboo Rods

All Thomas & Thomas bamboo rods are handbuilt to order. 
After learning more about you, we will advise on the best rod 
to suit your needs and offer an estimate for the time it will 
require to build your rod.

Any T&T bamboo rod can be ordered sans pareil to 
incorporate your own specified custom options. Some 
upgrade charges may apply.

FEATURES:

•  Rods for #2, #3 and #4 lines feature a nickel silver butt cap  
 and oxidized black sliding ring, burled walnut reel seat spacer  
 and Cigar Grip.

•  Rods for #5,#6, #7 and #8 lines are fitted with a hand-  
 buffed, nickel silver, up-locking reel seat, mortised burled  
 walnut spacer and Western Grip.

•  Sextant saltwater rods are fitted with salt-safe, milled   
 aluminum, up-locking reel seat, Full Wells grip and fixed  
 fighting butt. 

•  Each rod is accompanied by an aluminum tube finished with  
 precision machined brass fittings.

Sextant Series
Powerful, fast action tapers for the salt.

The Sextant series rewrites a page from the history of 
fly fishing, when adventurous anglers were exploring 
new frontiers with bamboo rods. Designed for today’s 
saltwater lines, Sextant rods continue the T&T heritage 
of blending tradition and innovation, with the capacity 
to make long casts and bring large fish to hand.

THE DETAILS

• 2 piece, fast action, swelled butt

• Hard, synthetic finish

• Dark olive wraps

• Salt-safe, milled aluminum real seat

• Full Wells grip with fighting butt

 Model Sections Action Length Line

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 2” #6

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 3” #7

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 3” #8

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 3” #9

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 5” #10

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 5” #11

 Sextant 2 Fast 8’ 5” #12

Whistlepig Colaboration

We have developed a very special bamboo rod with our 
friends at WhistlePig Rye Whiskey in Vermont. The bamboo is 
‘toasted ‘ over a Rye whiskey barrel giving it unique character 
and the reel seat is crafted from the white oak barrel staves. 
Please contact us for more details and ordering information.
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Classic Series
Elegantly appointed with medium action.

Thomas & Thomas Classic Series Bamboo rods feature a 2-piece, straight butt, impregnated 
design. Classic Series Bamboo rods are built around finely tuned tapers, resulting in extremely 
smooth, medium action.

Each delicately crafted instrument is appointed with cinnamon wraps and a nickel silver reel seat. 
The impregnated finish creates a rod that is incredibly durable while still aesthetically pleasing. 
As beautiful as they may be, these rods are built to be fished and find favor among anglers 
seeking the joys of bamboo without having to give their fly rods the “white glove” treatment.

THE DETAILS

• 2-piece, straight butt, impregnated design.

• Cinnamon wraps.

• Nickel silver reel seat.

• Grip details vary by model.

Individualist
The finest rods with the finest finishes.

Our Individualist Series bamboo rods are designed with a complex taper that 
turns from a delicate tip top to the distinctive T&T swelled butt. All rods come 
with an extra tip, and matched tips cut from the same culm are available for 
an additional charge.

Built from the finest individually-selected Tonkin cane, flamed bamboo is 
complemented by translucent and cinnamon edging guide wraps, along with 
medium brown ferrule wraps.

THE DETAILS

• 2-piece, complex taper, swelled butt.

• Cinnamon and medium brown wraps.

• Nickel silver reel seat.

• Grip details vary by model.
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